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This invention relates to window guide and 
sash construction particularly applicable for 
railway cars, busses and other vehicles where 
the window guides and sashes are furnished 
by a manufacturer and applied by the car 
builder to the window openings ‘in the car 
body. . 

It has for its object, a particularly simple 
and e?'icient window guide construction/by 
which the sash is held at all times snugly ' 
against rattling and air drafts in the guide. 
The invention consists in the novel features 

and in the combinations and constructions 
hereinafter set forth and claimed. ’ 

‘ In describing this invention, reference is 
had to the accompanying drawings in which 
like characters designate corresponding parts 
in all the view-s. ' " v . 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary elevation of a 
window guide and sash embodying our inven 
tion. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged sectional view on 
line 2—2, Figure 1. ' . 
Figure 3 is an inner face view on a reduced 

scale of the detachable member of the guide. 
Figure 4 is a face view of the body of the 

guide. 
Figure 5 is an elevation, partly in section, 

.of a corner portion of the sash showing the 
' sash holder arrangement. 

' Figure 6 is an edge view of the sash look 
ing to the right Figure 5, the sash guide be 
ing omitted. 
Figure 7 is an enlarged fragmentary view 

of the lower end of the guide showing the 
means for holding the removable side of the 
guide from vertical movement with the sash. 
Figure 8 is a sectional view on line »8-—8, 

Figure 7. V a r 

This window guide and sash construction 
comprises generally, a guide or post structure 
or member formed with a channel for receiv~ 
ing the sash, the bottom of the channel being _ 
located intermediate the - mner and outer , 
edges of the gulde, and the guide consisting 
of two main members, one a body formed with 
one s1de wall and the bottom of the ‘channel, 
and the other, a detachable member having a. 
portion forming the other side wall, of the 
channel and a portion lapping or covering the 
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contiguous side of the body between thejbot 
tom of the channel and the wall of the window 
opening, the detachable member being ful 
crumed between its inner and outer edges on 
the body, and means for moving the detach 
able member on its fulcrum-to press it-against. 
the sash, this means being a spring preferably 
interposed between the lapping portions of 
the body and the detachable member. 
1 designate-s the frame of the sash which-is 

usually formed up of sheet metal, the sash‘ 
frame being provided with any suitable means 
for holding a glass pane 2. ‘ 

3 designates the body of the guide orlpost 
structure or member, this being preferably 
formed up of sheet metal to provide one of 
the walls 4 of the channel 5 which receives the 
sash, and with the bottom 6 of the channel, 
which bottom is spaced apart from the wall 
7 of the windowopening in the car body or 
other structure. The body 3 is secured in the 
window opening in any suitable manner. 
As here illustrated, the body is struck up y 

from a single piece of sheet metal and fold- - 
ed upon itself at 8 to form one wall of the . ~ 
reentrant channel 5, the bottom 6 being in- ‘ 
tegral with the reentrant portion and also 
the wall 9 of the body being integral with 
the bottom 6 of the channel, this wall 9 behig 
interposed between the bottom 6 of the chan— 
nel and the wall 7 .of the window opening. 
Thus, the body is formed hollow with the 
bottom 6 of the channel between its inner 
and outer edges. , 

1O designates the detachable member which 
forms the other side of the channel 5, this 
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being also formed up of sheet metal and being 
b .L 2:: . 

bent upon itself at 11 providing a double wall 
portion, the inner wall of which is formed 
with prongs 12 for entering slots 13 in the 
bottom of the channel, these slots being lo 
cated near the junction of'the bottom 6 and 
the wall 9, or at the edge of the bottom re, 
mote from the wall 4 of the channel. The 
prongs 12 are preferably located in line with 
the'portion of the'member-lO which presses 7 
against the same, and are shown as hook 
shaped so as to interlock with the slots 18 
upon successive inward movement ofthe 
[member 10 to carry the prongs through the 
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slots and endwise to interlock the hooks in 
the slots. The detachable member 1s also 
formed with an offset flange or wall 14 cover 
ing and opposed to the outer face of the wall 
9 and spaced apart therefrom. A spring 15_ 
is interposed between the spaced apart walls 
9 and 111 and tends to impart a'movement 
to the detachable member 10 to cause it to 
tend to rock or to roclror fulcrum toa slight 
extent about the points of engagement of 
the prongs~12 with the walls of the slot 13, 
and thus press the detachable member against 
the sash and thrust it toward the wall ii of 
the channel thus holding the sash against 
rattling and also holding it snugly‘ in the’ 
channel so as to prevent the passage of air 
drafts. The fact that the sash is ?at and also 
the face of the sash against which the member 
10 presses is ?at causes the member 10 to have, 
within limits, a rectilinear movement under 
the force of the spring 15 or the rocking or 
fulcruming tendency is to some extent con~ 
verted into a rectilinear movement, within 
limits. In - any event, the member 10 is 
pressed snugly against the sash. The bot 
tom 6 is wider than the sash inorder to lo 
cate the slots 13 outside of the space occu 
pied'by the sash. _ 
The spring 15 may be of any suitable form, 

size and construction, and as here shown, is 
'in the form of a leaf or strip running length. 
wise of the walls 9 and 14, the strip having 
a base portion 16 in the form of a U which 
embraces the wall 9, the intermediate portion 
of the U formation extending around‘ the 
outer edge of the wall 9' and interposed be 
tween such edge and the wall '4' of the opening 
in which the guide is mounted, so that the 
securing of the guide 3 in the window open-v 
ing also secures or anchors the spring in'posi~ 

iition. There are two O'uides one alonev each b 23 
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- the hollow bottom rail. 

side edge of the sash. 
A sash is provided with sash holders one 

at each lower corner. The sash holder com 
prises a base 18 mounted on the outer face of 
the bottom rail of the sash, an operating lever 
19 pivoted at 20 to the base plate and having 
an arm arranged in pinch handle relation to a 
lift shoulder 20 on the base plate, an angular 
arm 21 extending in a hollow box portion 22 
of the casing, a bolt 23 slidable in the bottom 
rail and having a nose 24L projecting through 
the edge wall of the sash, the bolt being con 
nected at 25 to the lever arm 21 by a pin 26 
extending through. a slot 27 in the wall of 

The bolt is pressed 
outwardly by a spring 28. The bolt is suit 
ably guided in the bottom rail. The nose 21L 
enters holes or depressions 29 formed in the . 
bottom 6 _of the channel at suitable intervals. 
‘When the sash is closed, the nose enters a 

hole 29 in the bottom of the channel. 
The locking member or bolt is located 

within the sash in position to coact with 
openings or indentations or rack means in 
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or on the bottom of the channel and does not 
interfere with the removable strip or detach 
able member 10 and further does not have to 
be widened to support a rack or other means 
to coact with the belt of the sash holder. 
As the detachable member 10 is moved into 

its final position. by a downward ondwise 
movement, which interlocks the projections 
or prongs 12 in the slots-13, means is provided 
for looking it from possible upward displace 
ment when the sash is raised. ' i 
As here illustrated and preferably, this 

means consists of onefor more slots as the 
stop 31 in the lapping portion 141 of the 
member 10 and a tongue 32 struck from the 
spring for entering the slot only when the 
detachable member is properly located. To 
remove the member '10, the tongue must be 
?rst pushed out of the slot with any suitable 
tool. ' > 

In order to locate the spring 15 relatively 
to the body 3 of the guide so that it will in 
turn locate the detachable member, the spring 
and the wall 9 ofthe guide which the spring 
embraces are provided with interlocking 
parts which coact snap catch fashion. This 
consists of a tongue or projection 33 on the 
spring and a mating depression or hole 34‘: 
in the wall 9. Preferably, the tongue 33 for 
interlockino' with the wall 9 and the ton one b b 
for interlocking‘with the detachable member 
are located near one end and usually the lower 
end ‘of the sp *ing 15'. ' V . 

In operation, the bodies of-the ‘guides are 
‘secured in the‘window opening with ‘the 
springs 15 in position, then the sash is mount 

' ed in the bodies and then the detachable mem~ 
bers applied by a successive inward movement 
to carry the prongs 12 through the slots '18 
and endwise movement to interlock the 
prongs in the slot. The applying of the de 
tachable. members 10 tensions the springs 15 
so that the spring acts to rock the members 
10 about the points of engagement of the 
prongs 12 of the wallsof the slot 13, and thus, 

the sash snugly intheithannel. 
This guide and window construction is par-. 

ticularly advantageous in that it is simple 
and economical in construction, consists of 
but few parts which are'readily assembled in 
a window opening. Also, owing to the dc— 
tachable member, the sash can be readily re— 
moved and replaced when necessary. 
‘What we claim is: 
1. In a window guide and sash construc_ 

tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body 
formed with one side and the bottom of the 
channel and a detachable member forming 
the other side of the channel, the detachable 
member being fulcrumed on the body between 
the inner and outer edges of said'member 

press the member 10 against the sash and hold ‘ 

, forming a lever of'the ?rst class, and means 
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_ for ‘moving it :on- itsfulcrmnagainst thesash 
:theadetacliable member :having a‘ .portion'ex 
tend-ingbeyond the, plane ofnthe bottomroi’ 
1 the i channel. andvoverlapping: ‘theua'dj aeent 

5 :side ' of :the body,: saidnnieans”wbeingrlocated 
between the overlapping ‘portion:- and". the. 
body, whereby vs'aidlmeans- is‘ lhousedv :within 
.thesdetachable member. - 

2. In a window gu1cle:..and:sasl1construc 
10 .tion,:.the combination-oi3 a guide in theform 

of» a channel, the sash» extending into .the 
channel, .the ,- 'guicle'~‘ consisting frofu a body 
‘formed with :onesideland the lOOttOIDwOiEnt-l'lG 
:channeL and» a detachable member. for-airing 

15 .the-other sideof thechannel, the bottom of 
the channel'being formedewith openings,ancl 
, thetdetachablemember having projections ea: 
tending .into the-openings and fulcrumed on 
the walls thereof, andmeans tending to move 

zdthexdetachable member; about said fulcrum’ 
points sand-press thesame-agai-nst the sash. 

- .3. In a\ Window, guide. ‘and, sash construe 
' tion, the combination- of; a guide in-the form 
vrotachannel,‘ the sash» extending into the 

25 channel, >the.;guide~consisting of: a’ body 
formed-with one sideand'the bottom of the 
channel, said .bottom being located: interme 
diate of-theinner- and outer-edgesqof- the 
guide, and a}detachable~member formin the 

30 iothcrrside of thechannel,the-bottom of‘ the 
' channel being formed with openings andthe 

detachable member having projections ex: 
tendinginto the openings and vfulcrumed on 
the walls thereof, the detachable member hav 

35 a portion extending-beyond.the'plane of 
the bottom of the .channel and-overlapping 
the-adjacent side of thsabody,~and; spring 
.means Yinterposed vbetween-the ~ overlapping " 

portions of the bodyandthedetachable mem 
_ 40 her. 

i éfIn a . window guide .and sash construc~ 
tion, the combination of: aaguide mountable 
in a window,openingandbeing-formed with 
,a i channel/for receiving the .sa-sh,.the bottom 

45 of the channel being locatedwintermediate 
the inner and‘ outer edges of. the. guidegthe 
guide consisting of a body andv a'idetachable 
member,’ the. body-being formed with ‘one of 
the ‘ sides and .the :bottom of - the channel and 

50 said bottom.‘beingkformed .w‘vithagop'enings 
therethrough anda. the detachable.- member 
forming'the other side of the vchannel and 
provided .with- prongs. fulcrumingbnzj the 
walls of the‘ope'nings. andathepdetachable 

55 member haiving. ai?angelappingthe contigu~ 
ous side of the bodybelowthe bottom of the 
channel, and a spring.interposedlbetween the ' 
overlapping portions ofthebody and theide 
tachable member. > » 

5. In awindow‘ guidevandrsash.construc 
tion‘, the combination of a guide mountable in 
a window openi-ngandformed with a channel 
forrreceiving the. sash, thegguide comprising 
ahollow body~ formed with one. ofthe sides 

‘115 and the bottom bf thezchannel,,.tl1e,.bottom 
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~thereof,a11d a spring interposed between;- the 

detachable member against the sash. 

being located intermediate of the inner and 
'outer edges-of the body,‘ the detachablemem- ' 
her having a»portion forming-the other wall 
:and channel and with a ?ange covering and 
spaced apart from the contlguous side of the 
bodybetween the bottom of the channelzand “70 

. theswall of ‘the window opening, the ' detach~ 
able member also having. prongs located .to 
extend through the ‘openings in the bottomv 
"ofzthe channel and fulcrum ‘on the walls 

said?ano‘e and the portion of thebody'spaced 
therefrom and tending to move thev detach 
ablememberabout said fulcrum to press‘ the 

V , . .. .7 “80 

,6, In a WlIlClOWV guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide ‘mountable 
in‘. a window opening andformed with; a 
--_channel for receiving the sash, the‘guide com 
prising a hollow body formed with one'of. the 
sidewalls ‘and the bottom of the channel; the 
(bottom being located'intermediate of the 1in 
?ner and outer edges of the body‘and formed 
uvithan'openingnear: the‘ edge thereof remote 
=from'the side wall of the’ channel whichis (90 
‘provided ‘onthe body, a detachable member 
having a portion formingthe ‘other. Wall ‘of 
the channel and with an oii'set flange cover 
ing: and spaced ‘apart from the contiguous 
sidefof the body between the bottom of the 
channel and the'wall of thewindow opening, 

95 

:the' detachable member also‘ havine-nrones . b L. to 

extending from and 'in line with the portions . 
engaging the sash and parallel to theo?set V 
?ange and: located-‘to extend 'through?the 
:openings in the. bottom of the'channel‘iand 
:_fulcrum on the walls'thcreof, ‘ands-spring 

terposed-between the spaced apart-portions 
of; the bodyand- the detachable member and 
tending to move thedetach able member about 
said fulcrumxto press the detachable member 
:against the sash, said prongs alsolinterlook 

T05 

,ingin :said'openings' upon an inward: move 
ment and lengthwise shifting of the detach; 
.»able. member. ' ‘ ' , ' Q 

T7." Ina window guide and sash-construc 
tion, the combination ‘of a guide in the-'form 
of a channel, the sash‘extending'into'the chan 
nel, the guide consisting. of a body formed 
~Wlll3l11‘OI18iSlCl6‘ and. the bottom ‘ of the channel, 
and axdetachablc member forming the other 
side of the channel, the bottombeing of great 
er-width than the sash whereby the margin 
thereof projects beyond. the side of thetsash 

acent saiddetachable member, the margin 
being-formed With openings said‘ detachable 
member having prongs extending intov the 
openingsand meansrfor pressing the detach- ‘ 
able member. against-the sash. . -' 

.8.. In a window, guide and sash construc 
tion,-.the'combination of ayguider in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into'the chan 
nel,ithe:guideconsisting oii-a body‘ formed 
with one side and the bottom of the channel, 
and a detachable member forming thewot'her ‘130 
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er widththan the sash-whereby the margin 
thereof projects beyond the side of the sash 
adjacent said detachable member, the margin 
being formed with openings, said detachable 
member having a portion overhanging said 
inargin and formed with prongs for enter 
ing said openings. 

9. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a'channel, the sash extending into the chan 
"nel, the guide consisting of a body formed 
with one side and the bottom of the channel 
and a'detachable member forming the other 
side of the channel, the bottom beingof great 
er width than the sash whereby the margin 
thereof projects beyond the side ‘of the sash 
adjacent said detachable member, said‘ de 
tachable member having a portion overhang 
ing and resting on said margin. _‘ 

10. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the chan 
nel, the guide consisting of a body formed 
with one side and the bottom of the channel 
and a detachable member forming the other 
side of the channel, the-bottom being of great 
er width than the sash whereby the margin 
thereof projects beyond the side of the sash 
adjacent said detachable member, said ‘de 
tachable member having a portion overhang 
ing and resting on said margin, and means 
for pressing the detachable member against 
the sash. I V 7' ' 

‘11. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into. the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body 
formed with one side and the bottom of the ' 
channel, said bottom being located inter 
mediate of the inner and Outer edges of the 
guide, and a detachable member forming the 
other side of the channel, the bottom of the 
channelbeing of greater width than the sash 
whereby the, margin of the bottom projects 
beyond the side of the sash adjacent the de 
tachable member, the detachable member 
having a portion extending outwardly be 
yond the plane of the bottom of the channel 
and overlapping the adjacent side of the 
body and a portion overhanging said margin 
and means for holding the detachable mem 
ber in position on the body and against the 
sash. 

12. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion,'th'e combination of a guide in the. form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body 
formed with one side and the bottom of the 
channel, said bottom being located interme 
diate of the inner and outer edges of the 
guide, and a detachable member forming the 
other side of the channel, the bottom of the 
channel being of greater width than the sash 
whereby the margin of the bottom projects 
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beyond the side of the sash adj acent the de 
tachable member, the detachable member 
having a portion extending outwardly be 
yond the plane of the bottom of the channel 
and overlapping the adjacent side of the 
body and a portion overhanging said margin, 
said margin being formed with openings and 
the detachable member, with prongs for ‘en 
te'ring the openings. 7 

13. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body 
formed with one side and the bottom of the 
channehsaid bottom being located interme 
diate of the inner androuter edges of the 
guide, and a detachable member forming the 
other side of the channel‘, the bottom of the 
channel being ofgreater width than the sash 
whereby the margin of the bottom projects 7 
beyond the side of the sash adj acentithe de 
tachable member, the detachable member hav 
ing a portion extending outwardly beyond 
the plane of the bottom of the channel and 
overlapping the adjacent side of the body 
and a portion overhanging said margin, said 
margin being formed'with openings and the 
detachable member with prongs for enter 
ing the openings, and means interposed be 
tween the lapping portions of the body andf‘i 
the‘detachable' member for 
ter againstthe sash. 

14. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of, a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of . a body 
formed with one side and the bottom of the 
channel, and a detachable member forming 
the other side of the channel, the bottom be 
ing of greater width than the sash whereby 

pressing the lat 

. the margin thereof projects beyond the side 
of the sash adjacent said detachable member, 
said detachable member having a portion 
overhanging said margin, means for holding 
the detachable member in position on the 
body and against the sash and a sash holder 
on the sash and including a movable look 
ing member located within the sash and pro 
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jecting through the edge of the sash, the bot- v . 
tom of the channel having means for receiv- I 
ing the projecting end of the locking mem 
er. . 

15. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body 
formediiwith one side and the bottom of the 
channel, said bottom being located interme 
diate of the inner and outer edges of the 
guide, and a detachable member forming the ‘ 
other side of the channel, the bottom’ of the 
channel being of greater width than the sash 
whereby the margin of the bottom projects 
beyond‘ the side of the sash adjacent the de 
tachable member, the detachable member 130 v 
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having a portion extending outwardly be 
yond the plane of the bottom of the channel 
and overlapping the adjacent side of the body 
and a portion overhanging said margin, 
means for holding the detachable member in 
position on the body and against the sash, and 
a sash holder mounted on the sash and in 
cluding a movable locking member located 
Within the sash and projecting through the 
edge thereof, the bottom of the channel hav 
ing means for receiving the portion of the 
locking member which projects through the 
edge of the sash. 

16. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body formed 
with one side and the bottom of the channel, 
and a detachable member forming the other 
side of the channel, the detachable member 
being interlocked by endwise movement of 
said member and means operable by such end~ 
wise movement for locking the detachable 
member from retrograde endwise movement 
during raising and lowering of the sash due 
to its frictional engagement with the sash. 

17. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body formed 
with one side and the bottom of the channel, 
and a detachable member forming the other 
side of the channel, the detachable member 
being interlocked by endwise movement of 
said member and a spring secured to the body 
and acting on the detachable member to press 
it against the sash, the spring and said mem 
ler having means for interlocking when said 
member is in its ?nal position to prevent 
retrograde endwise movement of said mem 
ber during raising and lowering of the sash; 

18. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
oi? a channel, the sash extending into the 
channel, the guide consisting of a body formed 
with one side and the bottom of the channel, 
and a detachable member forming the other 
side of the channel, the detachable member ' 
being interlocked by endwise movement of 
said member and a spring secured to the body 
and acting on the detachable member to press 
it against the sash, the spring and said mem 
ber having means for interlocking when said 
member is in its ?nal position to prevent 
retrograde endwise movement of said mem 
her during raising and lowering of the sash, 
the body and the spring having interlocking 
means coacting snap catch fashion to locate 
the spring relatively to the body whereby 
the interlocking means of the spring and said 7 
member in turn are located to coact when the 
detachable member is in ?nal position. 

19. In a window guide and sash construc 
tion, the combination of a guide in the form 
of a channel, the sash extending into the 

5 

channel, the guide consisting of a body 
formed with one side and the bottom of the 
channel, said bottom being located inter 
mediate ot' the outer and inner edges of the 
guide, a detachable member forming the other 
side of the channel, the bottom of the channel 
being of greater width than the sash whereby 
the bottom of the sash projects beyond the 
side of said sash adjacent the detachable 
member, the detachable member having a 
flange portion extending outwardly beyond 
the plane of the bottom of the channel and 
overlapping the adjacent side of the body and 
a portion overhanging said margin of the 
bottom, said detachable member having 
means for interlocking with the bottom by 
an endwise movement of the detachable mem~ 
her, a leaf spring interposed between the 
body and the ?ange portion of the detachable 
member and acting to press the detachable 
member against the sash, said spring having 
a part embracing the body, said part and 
the body having interlocking means for 10 
cating the spring relatively to the body and 
the spring and flange portion of the detach 
able member having means for interlocking 
when the detachable member is moving end 
wisely into its interlocking engagement with 
the bottom of the channel for preventing 
retrograde endwise movement of the detach 
able member during raising and lowering of 
the sash. 
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto 

signed our names at Syracuse, in the State 
of New York, this 19th day of March, 1930 
and at Elkhart in the State of Indiana, this 
29th day of March, 1930. 

OLIVER M. ' EDWARDS. 
JOHN F. LEVAN. 
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